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RIMS Manpower Solutions (India) Private Limited is specialised inRIMS Manpower Solutions (India) Private Limited is specialised in
providing providing Contract StaffingContract Staffing services for various segments of industry services for various segments of industry
and corporates in India for the last 18 years facilitating businessand corporates in India for the last 18 years facilitating business
organizations to acquire a flexible workforce for enhancing theirorganizations to acquire a flexible workforce for enhancing their
productivity & quality while reducing employment-related risk.productivity & quality while reducing employment-related risk.

  

Contract staffing is a process where workers are hired on a short-termContract staffing is a process where workers are hired on a short-term
basis instead of recruiting permanent employees. Market demandsbasis instead of recruiting permanent employees. Market demands
shift quite fast today, especially because of the popularity of flexibleshift quite fast today, especially because of the popularity of flexible
working. For many employers and employees, contract staffing is theworking. For many employers and employees, contract staffing is the
preferred option. preferred option. 

When contract staffing is involved, there is a specified time durationWhen contract staffing is involved, there is a specified time duration
that it is supposed to last. The period can be set to cover short-termthat it is supposed to last. The period can be set to cover short-term
projects, leave periods taken by employees, or busy season. It can beprojects, leave periods taken by employees, or busy season. It can be
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based on part-time or full-time work. After this, the company and thebased on part-time or full-time work. After this, the company and the
contractor are not obligated to one another. contractor are not obligated to one another. 

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/contract-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/contract-
staffing-rims-manpower-solutions-14279staffing-rims-manpower-solutions-14279
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